 Related Perspectives
 Large Cap Growth 3Q21 Update
Portfolio Managers Margaret Vitrano and Peter Bourbeau highlight recent positioning moves and their outlook going
forward.
 Actively Striking a Growth Balance
Large Cap Growth 3Q21: We are sizing our mega cap growth positions in relation to valuations and growth rates.
 Finding Idiosyncratic Opportunities Amid Higher Risks
Appreciation 3Q21: Deteriorating Market Breadth Created Openings in a Stretched Market.
 A Tale of Two Cyclical Trades
Large Cap Value 3Q21: Inflation effects are playing out uniquely across sectors.
 Why Go Active in Large Cap Growth
PM Peter Bourbeau highlights positioning moves to increase the Large Cap Growth Strategy's up capture and how a
diversified approach allows it to participate in secular growth trends.
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Portfolio Analyst Erica Furfaro and Portfolio Manager Mike Kagan assess the dominance of Netflix in the streaming industry and
how other media companies are utilizing streaming for growth. They also provide an overview of the opportunities and privacy
challenges facing the leadership names in digital advertising.
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